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Abstract
Pauses are an integral feature of social interaction. Conversation partners often pause between conversational turns, and
musical co-performers often pause between musical phrases. How do humans coordinate the duration of pauses to ensure
seamless interaction? A total of 40 trained pianists performed a simple melody containing fermatas (notated expressive
pauses of unspecified duration) first alone (Solo) and then with a partner (Duet) while electroencephalography (EEG) was
recorded. As predicted, Duet partners’ tone onset synchrony was reduced for tones following pauses. Pauses were shorter in
Duet relative to Solo performance, and synchrony of partners’ Duet tone onsets was enhanced for tones following shorter
pauses. EEG analysis revealed classic signatures of action preparation during pauses, namely decreases in the power of
cortical beta oscillations (13–30 Hz, event-related desynchronization ERD). Beta ERD did not differ between pauses in Solo
and Duet performance, but was enhanced for shorter relative to longer pauses, suggesting that reduced pause durations in
Duet performance facilitated a neural state of enhanced action readiness. Together these findings provide novel insight into
behavioural strategies by which musical partners resolve coordination challenges posed by expressive silence, and capture a
clear neural signature of action planning during time-varying silences in natural music performance.
Key words: joint action; dual EEG; action prediction; music performance

Introduction
Pauses are an integral feature of social interaction. For instance,
conversation partners often pause between conversational
turns, and jazz improvisers often pause between musical
phrases. These pauses present a difficult challenge, since
partners must coordinate when a pause should end and who
should end it. Successful coordination of pauses ensures
seamless transitions between partners’ action sequences and
can promote trust (Brennan and Williams, 1995) and common
ground (Beňuš et al., 2011) between partners. In contrast,

failures to coordinate can significantly disrupt the flow of
social interaction and adversely affect liking between partners
(Koudenburg et al., 2011). An open question is what behavioural
and neural mechanisms allow individuals to determine when a
partner will end a spontaneous pause in interaction, and how to
time their own actions accordingly.
Pauses represent a unique challenge in ensemble music
performance due to the millisecond-level temporal demands
of music coordination. Musical scores often feature notation
indicating that performers should pause at specified score
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are referred to as event-related synchronization (ERS; for
a review see Pfurtscheller and Lopes Da Silva, 1999). Beta
ERD/ERS is measured with electroencephalography (EEG) or
magnetoencephalography (MEG), begins 1–2 s prior to an action,
arises over sensorimotor areas (Salmelin et al., 1995), and is
accompanied by ERD/ERS in the alpha frequency band (∼8–
12 Hz). In addition to capturing activity states of the motor
system, beta ERD may reflect sensorimotor prediction processes,
either about the consequences of one’s own actions or actions
that one observes another individual perform (Engel and Fries,
2010; Arnal, 2012; Arnal and Giraud, 2012). In the context of selfgenerated actions, evidence suggests that beta ERD reflects the
predictability of actions one is about to perform. Specifically,
a stronger beta ERD has been reported when individuals can
fully predict the parameters of an action that they will perform,
relative to when they have incomplete information (Tzagarakis
et al., 2010; Zaepffel et al., 2013). Beta ERD is similarly modulated
by predictability of observed actions. Here, beta power is lower
than baseline during the observation of actions about which one
has prior knowledge, such as actions that are in one’s domain
of expertise relative to actions outside of one’s motor expertise
(Orgs et al., 2008; Quandt and Marshall, 2014; Denis et al., 2017).
Beta oscillations may also reflect the prediction of a partner’s actions during social motor coordination. The literature
on speech turn-taking indicates that beta ERD reflects social
motor dynamics of speech conversation. Listeners show beta
ERD prior to the end of others’ speech turns in conversation
(Magyari et al., 2014; Gisladottir et al., 2018), and prior to the onset
of their own conversational utterances (Bögels et al., 2015). More
recent evidence suggests that beta oscillations may even play a
causal role in facilitating social motor coordination. Specifically,
in-phase dual-brain beta-frequency stimulation over the left
primary motor cortex has been shown to enhance synchrony of
finger-tapping between partners relative to anti-phase stimulation and stimulation at other frequencies (Novembre et al., 2017).
If individuals focus on predicting a partner’s actions during
self-paced pauses, then beta ERD magnitude should be reduced
during pauses in interpersonal relative to individual action contexts, since predictability of a partner’s actions is lower than
predictability of one’s own actions; this hypothesis is based on
the assumption that beta ERD magnitude is correlated with
action predictability. However, if individuals focus on their own
actions and adopt a strategy of modifying their own behaviour to
simplify coordination during self-paced pauses in interpersonal
coordination contexts, then beta ERD may not differ between
pauses in social vs individual action contexts.
We tested these hypotheses in an EEG study of music performance. Beta oscillations have been linked to auditory prediction
in music-related contexts such as perception of musical rhythms
(Fujioka et al., 2012; Doelling and Poeppel, 2015), production of
sound-making actions in non-musicians (Bauer et al., 2015; Ross
et al., 2017), and sensorimotor synchronization with an auditory
stimulus (Morillon and Baillet, 2017). We provide the first extension of this work to the context of natural music performance
in expert musicians. We measured EEG from trained pianists
while they performed a piece of music containing pauses of
unspecified duration from memory, first alone (Solo) and then
with a partner (Duet). In Solo performance, pause durations
were entirely up to the individual performer, whereas in Duets
partners had to mutually coordinate the duration of pauses in
order to synchronously recommence tone onset production after
each pause. On a behavioural level, we tested the hypothesis
that pauses represent a coordination challenge. This was done
by measuring tone onset asynchronies for tones immediately
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locations. These pauses are often intended as communicative
or expressive gestures (Margulis, 2007a, 2007b; Acheson, 2008);
in many cases, the duration of these pauses is not specified, in
which case it is up to the performer’s artistic discretion as to how
long to pause for. In ensemble performance these self-paced
pauses, which are known as ‘fermatas’ or ‘caesuras,’ pose a
coordination challenge, particularly when they must be resolved
simultaneously. To simultaneously resolve pauses, partners
must mutually anticipate one another’s actions with millisecond
precision while planning their own actions accordingly. The
current study investigates the behavioural and neural processes
by which musicians determine the duration of self-paced pauses
in ensemble and Solo performance. A broader goal of the study
is to provide insight into how individuals navigate temporal
uncertainty in social vs individual action contexts.
One process shown to support interpersonal action coordination is action prediction. Evidence suggests that individuals
possess mental representations of their own and others’ actions,
and in coordination contexts, use these representations to simulate and predict a partner’s actions and to coordinate their own
actions accordingly (Novembre et al., 2012; Kourtis et al., 2013;
Vesper et al., 2013). However, it is unclear how prediction might
contribute to coordination in contexts where partners have little
information about the timing of upcoming actions, as in the case
of self-paced pauses, since these pauses are spontaneous and
their duration is not known a priori.
In cases where individuals have sparse information about
each other’s actions, they often facilitate coordination by modifying their own behaviours so that they become more predictable
(Vesper et al., 2011). This includes exaggerations of one’s own
movement trajectories and performing actions in a faster and
less variable way (Goebl and Palmer, 2009; Vesper et al., 2011,
2016). Some of these behavioural modifications are displayed in
non-human primates during cooperative tasks (Visco-Comandini et al., 2015), suggesting that they may constitute a basic
evolutionary coordination strategy when more complex strategies are unnecessary or unavailable. In the context of self-paced
musical pauses, when it is difficult to predict a partner’s actions,
individuals may try to facilitate coordination by falling back on
behavioural strategies such as shortening the duration of pauses
or decreasing their variability.
One means of assessing the mechanisms underlying coordination of self-paced musical pauses in ensemble performance
is to measure known neural markers of action preparation and
prediction while musicians are preparing to resolve self-paced
pauses. If musicians predict one another’s pause durations during ensemble performance, then neural markers of prediction
should show different patterns of activity during pauses in Solo
vs ensemble performance. One well-described neural marker of
voluntary action preparation and execution that may provide
insight into prediction processes is cortical beta activity (∼13–
30 Hz; Engel & Fries, 2010).
Cortical beta-band activity (BBA) is thought to reflect the
activity state of the motor system (Pfurtscheller et al., 1996a).
This functional interpretation of BBA arises from observed
modulations of BBA during action execution (Stancák and
Pfurtscheller, 1995), action imagery (Pfurtscheller et al., 2005;
Zich et al., 2015) and action observation (Hari et al., 1998;
Caetano, Jousmä, and Järveläinen et al., 2001; Koelewijn et al.,
2008). Specifically, BBA power decreases relative to baseline
levels during preparation of executed, imagined and observed
actions. This phenomenon is referred to as event-related
desynchronization (ERD). Subsequent increases of beta power
after movement termination have also been observed and
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Methods
Participants
A total of 40 participants [22 female; M age = 25.63 years,
standard deviation (s.d.) = 5.49 years, range = 18–45] with a
minimum of 6 years of musical training on the piano (M musical
training = 12.13 years, s.d. = 4.27 years, range = 6–22 years) were
included in the current study sample.1 Participants completed
the study in pairs (N = 20 pairs), and sample size was determined
a priori based on previous studies of interpersonal synchrony
between pairs of performing musicians with comparable sample
size (Loehr and Palmer, 2011; Zamm et al., 2014; Zamm et al.,
2016). Participants were recruited through an online participant
database (SONA systems, www.sonasystems.com) and from
local conservatories in Budapest.
All participants in the current sample reported basic English
language skills, right-hand dominance, normal hearing, normal
or corrected-to-normal vision, and no current use or history
of psychiatric medication. All participants provided informed
consent prior to the experiment and received gift vouchers for
their participation. The study was approved the United Ethical
Review Committee for Research in Psychology (EPKEB), and was
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (1991).
Four additional pairs were recruited but excluded from the
current sample. One of these pairs was excluded due to technical
issues during data acquisition. Two of these pairs were excluded
because at least one pair member did not pass the screening
tests (see Procedure below). Finally, one pair was run in the
study after reaching the target N of 20 pairs and was therefore
excluded from analysis.

Musical stimulus
The musical stimulus used in the current study comprised a
simple melody for piano, as shown in Figure 1. The melody was
adapted from the theme of a major motion picture film score,
and was selected because it featured a rhythmic structure that
could be easily divided into segments delineated by pauses,
making it well suited to the goals of the study. Specifically,
the melody comprised 12 segments, each with a comparable
rhythmic structure, where the structure featured a two- to
three-measure sequences of continuous short-duration tones
(quarter and half notes) followed by a sustained tone (dotted
half note). Sustained tones in music often indicate phrase
boundaries (Riemann, 1900), and pauses often accompany
phrase boundaries (Neuhaus et al., 2006), so pauses were inserted
in the melody after each sustained tone. Pauses were notated as

1 Two participants could not report precise years of musical training
and indicated only 10+ years, so they were excluded from the means
reported here.

‘caesuras’ with ‘fermata’ markings over them, where ‘caesuras’
typically indicate that performers should insert a silence at
a given score location (Merriam Webster Online Dictionary,
2020), and ‘fermatas’ typically indicate that performers should
pause for an unspecified period of time (Fermata | Grove Music,
2020). Thus, a ‘caesura’ with a ‘fermata’ marking indicates that
performers should sustain a silence for a time duration of their
discretion (McGrain, 1990). Pause locations are indicated in
Figure 1 by red arrows. Further details about the stimulus are
provided in the Supplementary data.

Equipment
Keystroke recording
Two identical Akai Professional MAX25 USB-powered keyboards
were used to record Duet piano performances (see Supplementary data for settings). Keyboards were placed on adjacent
wooden tables with a cardboard screen between them to prevent
Duet partners from seeing one another’s hand movements.
Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) information (timing,
pitch, velocity) was sent from each keyboard over a separate
MIDI channel; data from the two keyboards were merged via a
MIDI merger (MIDI Solutions Inc., Canada) and sent via a MIDIUSB Interface to a Linux computer (Fedora 28, kernel 4.16.3301.fc28.x8664) running FTAP MIDI recording software (Finney,
2001; see Supplementary data for further information about the
version of FTAP used).
MIDI information associated with each keystroke was sent
from FTAP via MIDI-USB to a battery-powered tone generator
(Roland SD50 Mobile Studio Canvas, Roland Corporation, Japan),
which produced the corresponding tone in a piano timbre (see
Supplementary data for timbre details). FTAP was also used to
generate metronome pacing sequences using the tone generator’s built-in woodblock timbre (see Supplementary data for
timbre details). Audio from the tone generator was delivered to
participants via EEG-compatible earbuds (ER3C Tubal Insert Earphones, Etymotic Research Inc., USA). Earbuds were connected
to a battery-powered headphone distributor/amplifier (M-Audio
Bass Traveller, M-Audio Inc., USA) that amplified and distributed
audio to each pianists’ earbuds.

EEG recording
EEG data were recorded simultaneously from Duet pianists using
two 32-channel BrainAmp DC EEG amplifiers (BrainProducts
GmbH, Germany). Each pianist’s data were recorded with 32
active electrodes placed on a nylon 32ch Standard Cap for
ActiCap from Easycap (EASYCAP, GmbH, Germany), which uses
an extended 10–20 layout (see Supplementary data). Reference
and ground electrodes were placed at FCz and AFz sites
respectively. With one exception, electrode impedances were
kept <25 kOhm (manufacturer-recommended threshold) at the
beginning of each task.
Each pianist’s electrodes were connected to a separate
ActiCap control box which performed referencing/grounding,
ensuring galvanic isolation between the two subjects’ EEG data.
Referenced data from each control box were sent to a 32-channel
amplifier (high-pass filter = 10s time-constant/0.0159 Hz, lowpass filter = 250 Hz, sampling rate = 5000 Hz, 0.1 μV resolution,
+/− 3.28 mV range). Amplifiers were connected to a USB2
Adapter Box from Brain Products, which synchronized incoming
data streams by providing a shared clock.
The USB2 Adapter Box also received TTL triggers from MIDI
recordings over a parallel port allowing for full synchronization of behavioural and EEG data; timing tests were conducted
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following each pause. The magnitude of tone onset asynchronies
immediately following each pause should be higher than asynchronies at other melody locations if pauses truly reflect a
social coordination challenge. In addition, we tested whether
individuals modified pause characteristics, such as duration
and variability, in Duet relative to Solo performance, as can be
predicted if individuals adopt a strategy where they modify their
own actions to facilitate interpersonal coordination. On a neural
level, we compared beta ERD dynamics across Solo and Duet
performance within each performer, to investigate the distinct
processes that underlie the resolution of self-paced pauses in
individual vs interpersonal contexts.
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to ensure synchronization between EEG and behavioural data
streams. TTL triggers from MIDI keystrokes were sent at every
keystroke onset. These triggers were 0.5 milliseconds in duration, hence the acquisition of EEG data at 5000 Hz. All EEG
data and MIDI TTL triggers were sent from the USB2 adapter to
BrainVision Recorder Software from Brain Products (v1.20.0801)
running on a Windows OS (Win 7 Professional SP1).
Design. Participants completed two experimental tasks: Solo
and Duet piano performance. As is common in music Duet
studies (Goebl and Palmer, 2009; Davidson, 2012; Palmer et al.,
2019), these tasks were completed in a fixed order (Solo followed
by Duet) to ensure that participants’ Solo performances were
not influenced by how their partner performed the melody. Each
task comprised five valid trials of piano performance, where
one trial corresponded to a single performance of the stimulus melody (for an explanation of trial validity, see Procedure
below). A single performance of the melody featured 12 pauses
(see Stimulus section). Therefore, the experiment comprised a 2
(Task) × 2 (Pause location) within-subject design.

Procedure
Home melody practice. Participants were sent the stimulus
melody in advance of their arrival at the laboratory with the
instruction to practise the melody with their right hand at a rate
of 75 beats per minute (800 milliseconds between successive
quarter notes), both in the written octave (C4-C5) and one octave
lower (C3-C4). See Supplementary data for detailed instructions.
Laboratory tasks. Upon arrival, each partner was assigned to
perform the stimulus melody in a unique octave, i.e. one of the
two octaves in which they had practiced (C4-C5 or C3-C4). Each
partner was also assigned to one of the two piano keyboards,
and used this keyboard throughout the study. Partners then
completed a melody practice session, screening tests, a resting
state EEG session, and piano performance tasks (Solo followed
by Duet piano performance) during which EEG was recorded.
EEG was recorded continuously within each performance task
and paused between tasks while the experimenter delivered
instructions.
Pianists sat side-by-side, and a shoulder-level screen was
placed between them so that they could not see one another’s
hand movements, or any body movements below the shoulders,
and could only peripherally observe one another’s head and
shoulders. It is known from previous studies that body sway can
act as a coordination cue (Chang et al., 2017; Keller and Appel,
2010; for a review see Palmer, 2013). Our aim was to investigate
predictive processes arising from primarily auditory information
exchange between task partners, so we deliberately created an

experimental setup where pianists had limited access to visual
information about one another’s actions. Sound was delivered
through insert earbuds. Instructions for all tasks were given
verbally by a fully bilingual experimenter in either English or
Hungarian, depending on the participants’ preference.
Melody practice and screening. Partners took turns completing
a melody practice session followed by a screening test (see
Supplementary data for details). The screening test was implemented to ensure that all pianists included in the study performed the melody at ceiling and to thereby minimize possible influences of melody familiarity on performance fluency.
After each partner completed the melody practice and screening, they were both asked to return to the testing room where
they were prepared for EEG data acquisition. Participants were
allowed to talk to the experimenters and one another during EEG
preparation.
Resting state EEG. After EEG caps were prepared and impedances
were reduced, participants completed a 3 min resting state
recording in which they were instructed to stare at a fixation cross and minimize body movements. Resting data were
included in data cleaning procedures as described in the Supplementary data.
Solo performance with EEG. After participants completed the
resting state EEG, partners took turns completing a Solo piano
performance task while EEG was measured. In the Solo performance task, participants performed the melody alone at the
rate of an initial metronome cue, with the same instruction
to observe musical pauses that they received in the stimulus notation sent for home practice. The instructions were as
follows:
‘We are studying musical silences, so please be sure to
observe notated breaks in the score. The exact length is up to
you. These breaks are defined as silences between the end of
the note right before the break and the beginning of the note
right after the break. Please use your intuition to determine the
length of the pause; do not count. Each pause should be unique
and expressive. Think of the pauses as brief suspensions of
musical time’.
Participants were given an additional instruction that ‘For
technical reasons, we can only include performances in our
analyses with breaks of an acceptably long duration, so we will
have you repeat trials where breaks are too short.’ This was
to ensure that each participant performed enough pauses of
sufficient duration to allow for capturing beta ERD in offline EEG
analyses. Pause durations for each trial were assessed online by
experiment scripts, and trials were defined as invalid if >25% of
pauses were shorter than an a priori defined minimal duration
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Fig. 1. Melody stimulus notation. Locations of the 12 pauses included in analyses are indicated by red arrows. The final indicated fermata was not analysed because
there were no subsequent tone onsets and is therefore not indicated with an arrow.
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Duet performance with EEG. After both partners completed the
Solo performance task, partners produced the stimulus melody
as a Duet in octave–unison while EEG was recorded. The instructions for the Duet performance task were identical to the Solo
task, except that partners were given the additional instruction
that ‘your goal is to synchronize keystrokes while maintaining
the tempo of the metronome (cue).’
The procedure for the Duet performance task was identical to
the Solo task (practise the melody until producing one valid trial,
then complete five test trials with one opportunity to repeat each
invalid test trial). For Duets, valid trials were defined as trials
where both partners produced >25% of pauses correctly (longer
than the minimally acceptable duration of 1.6 s).

Data analysis
All data pre-processing steps and analysis details are described
in the Supplementary data. Below is a general description of each
measure entered into data analysis, as reported in Results.

Dependent measures
Duet tone onset asynchronies
Duet tone onset asynchronies on each trial were computed as
the absolute (unsigned) temporal offset in milliseconds between
partners’ keystrokes at corresponding melody locations. Low
absolute asynchrony values indicate high interpersonal synchrony, and high absolute asynchrony values indicate low interpersonal synchrony.

Pause duration and variability
Pause durations were defined for all valid pauses on valid trials
as the duration in milliseconds (ms) between the final keystroke
release before a given pause and the first key depression after
the pause. For Duets, durations entered into behavioural analyses were defined within-subject (a given subject’s key release
prior to the pause to the time of their key depression after the
pause).
The variability of each subject’s pause durations within each
task (Solo/Duet) was computed as their coefficient of variation
(CV) of pause duration. The CV of pause duration was computed
as the s.d. of duration across pauses for a given subject/Task,
divided by the mean pause duration for that subject/Task, multiplied by 100. The CV therefore reflects the variability of each

subject’s pause duration in a given Task as a percentage of their
mean pause duration for that Task.

Event-related desynchronization (ERD) of cortical beta
activity
ERD is typically expressed as the proportional difference
between beta amplitude (or power) in a given time window of
interest (e.g. prior to the onset of an action) and beta amplitude
in a baseline period (Pfurtscheller and Da Silva, 1999). Beta
ERD was therefore computed for each pause on each channel
by dividing the pause into deciles, corresponding to 10 evenly
spaced time bins reflecting 10% of the total duration of silence
for a given pause (see Supplementary data). Beta amplitude was
averaged across samples within each decile, and the percentage
difference in mean beta amplitude between each decile and
a corresponding baseline period (defined from −0.5 to 0
seconds relative to the pause epoching event) was subsequently
computed. Pauses were divided into proportional time windows
(deciles) to allow for comparison across pauses that varied in
duration across epochs and subjects. Linear changes in beta
ERD across time windows of musical pauses in Solo and Duet
performance were assessed at two regions of interest (ROIs)
commonly associated with beta ERD (Zaepffel et al., 2013), a
parietal ROI and a central ROI using a linear mixed model.
The linear mixed model was implemented using the lmer
function in the lmerTest package (version 3.1–0) in R Statistics, with single-trial beta ERD as outcome variable, and fixed
effects of Time window (10 time windows, reflecting deciles 1–
10), Task (Solo/Duet), ROI (Parietal/Central), and pause duration
(trial-level). Random subject effects (correlated slopes and intercepts) were defined for all main effects and interactions between
Time window, Task, and ROI (1 + Time window ∗ Task ∗ ROI |
subject). Time window was defined as a continuous variable
to estimate a continuous change in ERD across each pause;
and pause durations entered into the model were standardized
across subjects using the scale function in the base package (version 3.6.0, options: centre = TRUE, scale = TRUE), to express each
subject’s pause duration as a standard deviation from the grand
mean pause duration across subjects. The overall model equation was therefore: ERD ∼ time window ∗ Task ∗ ROI ∗ standardized (pause duration) + (1 + Time window ∗ Task ∗ ROI | subject).
The model optimizer used was ‘nloptwrap’ (calc.derivs = false
to enhance computational performance, https://cran.r-project.o
rg/web/packages/lme4/vignettes/lmerperf.html), and restricted
maximal likelihood estimation was set to false to allow for
subsequent comparison of maximal and reduced models (Bates
et al., 2014). This full model failed to converge; a restricted
model was therefore run that was identical to the full model
but without Task as a fixed or random effect, since this was
the only fixed effect that was not a significant predictor in
the full model. Significance levels for fixed linear mixed model
effects were computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for
degrees of freedom (‘anova’ function in the lmerTest package,
which returns a type III analysis of variance (ANOVA) table with
significance levels for fixed and random effects).

Results
Number of pauses in analyses
The mean number of pauses included in behavioural analyses
per subject after pre-processing (see Supplementary data) was
54.83 for the Solo Task (range = 29–60) and 53 for the Duet Task
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of 1.6 s, corresponding to two quarter notes at the cued tempo
(see Data analysis).
Participants performed practise Solo trials followed by test
trials. On each trial, participants heard the initial metronome
cue and then performed the melody once from memory as
instructed by the experimenter. After completing one valid Solo
practice trial, participants completed five test trials. For each
invalid test trial, participants were informed by the experimenter
that their pauses were not long enough and were given one
opportunity to repeat the trial. If participants were unable to
produce a valid trial after a second attempt, they moved on to
the next test trial.
While one partner completed the Solo task, the other partner remained seated at their piano and read magazines. Their
earbuds were removed so that they could not hear their partner’s performance, and the visual occluder prevented them from
seeing their partner’s hand movements.
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(range = 34–60). Additional pauses were removed for EEG analyses because these pauses contained artefactual activity. The
mean number of pauses retained for EEG analyses per subject
was 49.38 for the Solo task (range = 27–56), and 47.35 for the Duet
task (range = 32–54).

Effect of pauses on Duet synchronization

Effect of Task on Pause duration
Figure 2C shows grand average pause durations in the stimulus
melody for Solo and Duet performance. Pause durations are
visibly reduced for Duet relative to Solo performance. A two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA (see Supplementary data for full
details of ANOVA model) on Pause duration with Task and Pause
number as factors and Pair as ID variable indicated a significant
main effect of Task on Pause duration, F(1, 19) = 5.99, p = 0.02,
η2 G = 0.08, with reduced Pause durations for Duet relative to
Solo performance. In addition, a significant main effect of Pause
number on Pause duration was observed, F(5.10, 96.92) = 16.64,
p < 0.0001, η2 G = 0.09, where Pause durations differed depending
on where the Pause occurred in the melody. The interaction
between Task and Pause number did not reach significance
(p = 0.12).

Effect of Task on Pause variability
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA (see Supplementary data
for full details of ANOVA model) on the CV of Pause duration
with Task and Pause location as factors and pair as ID variable revealed no effect of Task on the CV of Pause duration
after removing outliers in Pause duration, F(1, 19) = 0.39, p = 0.54,
η2 G = 0.003. A significant main effect of Pause location on the CV
of Pause duration was observed, F(6.55, 124.53) = 3.19, p = 0.005,
η2 G = 0.04, where variability of Pause duration varied by Pause
number. The interaction between Task and Pause location did
not reach significance (p = 0.77).

Relationship between Duet Pause duration and
synchrony
Figure 2D displays the relationship between Duet Pause duration
and Asynchronies. A Spearman’s correlation (see Supplementary data for full details of calculation) between Duet pause duration and Duet asynchronies revealed a significant positive relationship between these two variables, rho(18) = 0.824, p < 0.0001,
where asynchronies increase with increases in pause duration.

Effect of Task and Pause duration on beta ERD
Figure 3A displays changes in beta ERD across Time windows
of musical pauses in Solo (top panel) and Duet (bottom panel)
tasks. Figure 3B displays the grand average time-course of beta

Discussion
The current study investigated the behavioural and neural correlates of action preparation during musical pauses of unspecified
duration. These pauses—‘fermatas’ and ‘caesuras’—naturally
occur in music as expressive and rhetorical gestures and pose a
challenge for coordination in ensemble music, as partners must
determine—often without explicit communication—when to
resolve the silence. We investigated how musicians resolve these
silences in Solo and Duet music performance. Our first aim was
to determine whether musicians adopt different behavioural
strategies for resolving pauses in individual vs joint performance
contexts. Our second aim was to assess whether known neural
correlates of action preparation—namely desynchronization
of cortical beta oscillations (beta ERD)—occur when musicians
prepare to resolve pauses of uncertain duration. Moreover, we
assessed whether beta ERD reflects potential differences in how
musicians resolve temporal uncertainty in individual vs joint
action contexts.
In terms of behaviour, we found that pauses did indeed pose
a challenge to interpersonal coordination. Duet synchronization was reduced (higher tone onset asynchronies) for tones
following pauses relative to tones at other melody locations.
Partners navigated this challenge by reducing the duration of
pauses in Duets. Specifically, pauses were shorter on average
in Duet relative to Solo performance, and pairs whose pauses
were shorter on average displayed enhanced synchronization for
tones following pauses relative to pairs who produced longer
pauses. Together, these findings are consistent with previous
work indicating that individuals modify their own actions to
facilitate joint action coordination in contexts where it is difficult to predict a partner’s actions (Vesper et al., 2011, 2016). While
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Figure 2A shows grand average asynchronies for each subject,
and Figure 2B shows the mean asynchrony profile for each pair.
Peaks in partners’ Duet asychronies are clearly visible after each
pause location. A one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on Duet asynchronies (see Supplementary data
for full details of ANOVA model) with Pause location (1 = tone
onset immediately following a pause, 0 = non-pause location)
as factor indicated a significant main effect of pause location
on Duet asynchrony, F(1, 19) = 265.03, p < 0.0001, η2 G = 0.84, with
higher asynchronies for tone onsets following pauses relative to
onsets at other melody locations.

ERD for the Solo task at Central and parietal ROIs, and Figure 3C
displays the grand average time-course of beta ERD for the
Duet task (right) at central and Parietal ROIs. Corresponding
linear mixed model predictions from the full model of Task and
ROI are overlaid on these figures for comparison (see Supplementary data for details of the linear mixed model). Figure 3D
displays linear mixed model predictions (from the full model,
see below) for the main effect of Pause duration (standardized)
on beta ERD; model predictions indicate that beta ERD is more
negative on average during shorter relative to longer pauses.
Significance levels for fixed linear mixed model effects were
computed using Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of
freedom (‘anova’ function in the stats package, which calls the
lmerTest method for computing ANOVAs on mixed models,
returning type III ANOVA table with significance levels for fixed
and random effects, with degrees of freedom computed using
Satterthwaite’s method). The full model yielded significant main
effects of Time window, ROI, Pause duration (standardized), and a
significant interaction between Time window and ROI. No other
main effects or interactions were observed. This full model did
not converge. To confirm the observed main effects, a restricted
model was subsequently implemented without Task as a fixed
or random effect, since Task did not show a significant main
effect or interaction with any, and other variable in the full
model. This restricted model did converge, and confirmed the
main effects of time window F(1, 40) = 30.12, p < 0.0001, Pause
duration (standardized), F(1, 7465.9) = 9.931, p = 0.002, and ROI F
(1, 95.7) = 15.095, p = 0.0002, observed in the full model, as well as
the interaction between Time window and ROI, F (1, 198.5) = 5.55,
p = 0.02. There were no other main effects or interactions in the
restricted model (all p values > 0.25).
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between mean Duet pause duration and mean asynchrony for post-pause tones (tones coloured red in Panel A).

earlier studies have focused on simple actions in non-artistic
contexts, we extend these findings to the context of Duet music
performance. It should be noted that Figure 2A and B indicates
that half notes (sustained tones that are measured in duration)
also posed a challenge for Duet synchronization, as evidenced
by higher tone onset asynchronies following these notes. It is
known that action variability increases at slower rates of movement (Semjen et al., 2000), possibly due to increasing cognitive
involvement in timekeeping processes (Lewis and Miall, 2003);
therefore, it is possible that any joint action context in which
partners must simultaneously sustain temporal intervals without producing timekeeping actions pose a coordination challenge, regardless of whether the sustained interval is a measured
tone or an unmeasured silence.
In contrast with previous work, the decrease in pause duration from Solo to Duet performance was not accompanied by

a decrease in variability of pause duration. Successive pauses
in the current task were spaced apart in time and separated
by intervening events, which may have made it difficult for
musicians to remember the duration of pauses with high enough
accuracy to reduce variability over time. In addition, the experimental instructions—which emphasized that each pause be
unique and expressive—may have discouraged any strategy for
coordination involving reduction of variability. Regardless of
these caveats, the current behavioural findings clearly support
the hypothesis that increasing the speed of one’s own behaviour,
if not reducing the variability—is a means of facilitating coordination with an unpredictable partner.
In terms of EEG findings, musicians displayed neural
signatures of action preparation, namely beta ERD, during
pauses in Solo and Duet performance. Although beta ERD
has been shown to proceed actions in simple tasks such as
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Fig. 2. Behavioural results summary. Panel A: Grand average asynchrony profile across pairs. Panel B: Mean asynchrony profiles for each pair, where asynchrony is
represented as a z-score to allow for visual comparison across pairs with different asynchrony scales. Panel C: Main effect of Task on pause duration. Panel D: Correlation
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for this visualization (Panels B and C show ERD% after removing outliers; these reflect the data submitted to analyses). Panel B: Observed (dashed lines) and Predicted
(solid lines) ERD% data for the Solo task. Predicted data are predicted from the full Linear Mixed Model on beta ERD (see Methods). Panel C: Same as Panel B, but for the
Duet task. Panel D: Predicted relationship between pause duration (standardized) and beta ERD% from the full Linear Mixed Model.

finger tapping and grasping (Pfurtscheller et al., 1996a), and also
in music-related contexts involving perception (Fujioka et al.,
2012; Doelling and Poeppel, 2015) and production of simple
rhythms (Bauer et al., 2015; Morillon and Baillet, 2017), and
sound-making actions (Ross et al., 2017), the current study is
to our knowledge among the first to capture beta ERD during
online music performance. In contrast with these previous
music-related tasks investigating beta ERD, natural music
performance involves the production of stimuli at different
time-scales across participants, posing a challenge for timelocking. The current method of computing beta ERD across
proportional time windows of musical pauses (deciles) allowed
for comparing beta ERD across musicians performing pauses
of time-varying duration. This method successfully captured
classic signatures of motor preparation (beta ERD) previously

observed in time-locked tasks. The observed beta ERD was
maximal at parietal channels at pause onset, and clearly anteriorized to more central sites over the pause time-course. This
centro-parietal ERD topography is consistent with previous work
investigating action planning in contexts where parameters of
an upcoming action are not fully known (Zaepffel et al., 2013).
This pattern is compatible with the involvement of parietal
areas in the resolution of action uncertainty and decisionmaking (Andersen and Cui, 2009). However, source modelling
of high-density EEG data would be needed to verify this
association.
Beta ERD did not differ between Solo and Duet performance,
counter to our initial hypothesis that ERD might reflect potential
differences in prediction processes between Solo and Duet
performance. This hypothesis arose from the substantial
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Fig. 3. EEG results summary. Panel A: Mean ERD% topographies in each time window of musical pauses for Solo (top) and Duet (bottom). Outliers were not removed
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resulting in higher or lower beta ERD amplitude depending on
the anticipated interval. The current study cannot disentangle
these possibilities.
There was no interaction between pause duration and task
in the linear mixed-effects model. Therefore, although pianists
displayed shorter pause durations in Duet relative to Solo performance, the neural processes underlying reductions in pause
duration may reflect task-general individual action timing processes. This interpretation is again consistent with the idea that
Duet pianists may have focused on modifying their own actions
to facilitate coordination rather than on predicting their partner.
It is also possible that the lower time limit on pauses (1.6 s)—
which was imposed to allow sufficient time for capturing beta
ERD dynamics—may have placed a limit both on the extent to
which Duet partners felt that they could be expressive and on the
extent to which they could reduce pause durations. Therefore,
the difference in pause durations between performance tasks
may have been too small on a trial-by-trial level to give rise to an
interaction between task and pause duration in a linear mixed
model. Perhaps had this experimental constraint on pause durations been removed, we might have observed greater trial-level
differences in pause duration between performance tasks and a
resulting interaction between duration and task.
Taken together, the current findings indicate that when
musical partners have limited means of predicting one another’s
actions—such as when they have no visual feedback about
one another’s behaviour or means of coordinating through
mechanisms such as counting the duration of pauses—they
fall back on simple strategies such as speeding up their actions,
which have the effect of facilitating coordination, possibly by
optimizing ‘action readiness’ in the brain. It should be noted
that these findings were observed in a constrained musical
context; partners had limited visual communication, the
musical stimulus comprised a simple monophonic Duet, there
was a lower limit on pause durations, etc. These constraints
were in place to ensure optimal data quality that allowed for
capturing a clear beta ERD time-course.
One major question going forward is how these findings
might extend to real-world musical interaction, where there
are fewer constraints on how partners coordinate expressive
silences. An important direction is to determine how to measure
these natural musical interactions while also being able to
clearly distinguish unique neural responses to specific aspects
of musical behaviour. The current study provides a step in this
direction by describing a clear neural signature of a time-varying
feature of natural music performance—expressive silence, while
at the same time implementing appropriate constraints to
ensure the measurement of this signal. Future work should
aim to investigate not only how this neural signature might
be modulated by more naturalistic performance scenarios, but
also whether a similar signature of motor preparation might
be observed during turn-taking silences in real-world musical
interactions and speech, which may involve even stronger
interpersonal prediction processes than simultaneous music
performance.

Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at SCAN online.
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literature indicating that beta ERD reflects sensorimotor
prediction processes, either about the consequences of one’s
own actions or actions that one observes another individual
perform (Engel and Fries, 2010; Arnal, 2012; Arnal and Giraud,
2012). It is possible that the limited available Duet coordination
cues in the current study—such as visual cues or assigned
leader-follower roles—made it challenging or nearly impossible
for partners to accurately predict one another’s actions
during pauses. Therefore, Duet partners may have facilitated
coordination of pauses by individually modifying their own
action characteristics (i.e. increasing their action speed, as
mentioned previously) instead of actively predicting their
partner. If each partner was not actively predicting when the
other partner would end a pause, then there would be no reason
to expect a difference in beta ERD between the two action
contexts.
Had we allowed partners to more directly visually communicate in the current study, we may have made it easier for
partners to predict one another’s actions and thus observed
corresponding differences in beta ERD between Duet and Solo
performance. Ensemble musicians often use visual cuing to facilitate coordination (Camurri et al., 2009), particularly after long
pauses in performance (Bishop and Goebl, 2015). The current
study restricted visual cuing between Duet partners in order to
investigate predictive processes under conditions where visual
information exchange between task partners is limited. Future
work should investigate whether direct visual feedback—such as
face-to-face interaction between musical partners—facilitates
prediction of a partner’s pause durations and yields a corresponding enhancement of beta ERD in Duet relative to Solo
performance, after controlling for potential artefacts caused by
differences in eye movement. In addition, designated Leader–
Follower roles are often used in ensemble performance to facilitate coordination and have been shown to modulate motorrelated dynamics in the alpha frequency band during piano Duet
performance (Washburn et al., 2019), which often closely follow
beta dynamics (Pfurtscheller and Da Silva, 1999). Leader-Follower
role assignment should be investigated in future work to determine whether the assignment of explicit roles boosts prediction
of a partner’s actions during Duet pauses—specifically in the
Follower’s brain—and might lead to corresponding modulations
of beta ERD.
Beta ERD was modulated by pause duration, as indicated
by linear mixed model predictions showing a main effect of
pause duration on beta ERD. Specifically, the linear mixed model
indicated that beta ERD was stronger (more negative) during
shorter relative to longer pauses. Strong beta ERD is traditionally
interpreted as an indicator of heightened ‘action readiness’, and
strong beta ERS (positive beta amplitude relative to a baseline) is
in contrast thought to represent an ‘idling state’ of the motor
system (Pfurtscheller et al., 1996b; Engel and Fries, 2010). In
accordance with an ‘action readiness’ interpretation of beta ERD
strength, ‘action readiness’ may have been higher during shorter
relative to longer pauses in performance. This could potentially
explain why pianists reduced pause durations in Duet relative to
Solo performance, i.e. shorter pauses may have facilitated action
readiness so that pianists could resolve a pause as soon as their
partner did so. An alternate interpretation of enhanced beta ERD
for shorter pauses comes from work indicating that beta ERD is
an index to estimated interval durations between a cue and a
target (Kononowicz and van Rijn, 2015) and is specifically lower
at the beginning of short relative to long intervals. In line with
this work, pianists in the current study may have had an idea of
how long they wanted to sustain a pause from the pause onset,
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